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To assess agreement between commitRESEARCH
CH
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POLICY
tees we computed kappa (K), a measure of
chance-corrected agreement used with categorical judgments (8). To determine
agreement within committees (i.e., intracommittee reliability) we used a specialized version of the intraclass correlation
coefficient suitable for cases when the
number of raters per object is unequal (9).
Scott Plous* and Harold Herzog
Protocol evaluations from the originatO
ver the past20 years,the reliability committee's decision on whether to ap- ing committee and from the second comprove the research in question (3). All inof scientific peer-review judgmittee were not significantly related to one
ments has been a topic of frequent formation identifying the investigator or another (K = -0.04, P = .32) (see the table
institution was then removed from the proon this page). This absence of a relation
debate and scrutiny. However, one area of
tocols, and each protocol was randomly
was found not only across the full set of
peer review that has not received much
150 protocols, but for relatively invasive
empirical investigation is the system that assigned to be reviewed a second time by
another participating IACUC. Voting
protects animal subjects from research
research involving procedures such as elecmembers of the second committee were
risks. At most research institutions, studies
tric shock, food or water deprivation,
sent packets containing three masked proinvolving animal subjects must be apsurgery, and drug or alcohol research (n =
tocols with a request to review the proto111, K = -0.05, P = .24); for protocols inproved by an Institutional Animal Care
cols and to send us a completed evaluation volving euthanasia (n = 108, K =-0.04, P
and Use Committee (IACUC).
anonymously in a prepaid envelope.
.31); and for protocols in which the reLow levels of intercommittee agreeFor each protocol, IACUC members
ment were found in an early study in which
viewing IACUC expected animals to expewere asked to provide recommendationsacrience a significant amount of pain (n = 70,
32 IACUCs evaluated four mock animal
K= -0.05, P = .3 1). Thus, regardless of
cording to four categories used routinely by
research protocols (1). Although these
most IACUCs (see the table on this page).
whether the research involved terminal or
findings are useful, they were based on a
Members were also asked to rate each pro- painful procedures, IACUC protocol renonrandom sample of committees, and the
protocols were not representative of actual tocol on several four- or five-point dimen- views did not exceed chance levels of intercommittee agreement.
animal research proposals (e.g., all proto- sions (see the table on page 609). These dimensions were chosen because they reprecols were modified to contain problems).
Of the 118 instances in which the two
In addition, protocols were recommittees differed in their protocol reviews (79% of all reviews),
viewed at only the group level,
FREQUENCYDISTRIBUTIONOF ORIGINAL
leaving open the possibility that
the second committee was more
AND SECOND PROTOCOLRECOMMENDATIONS*
negative than the first 101 times.
interrater agreement was high
Originalrecommendation
Indeed, the second committee
among individual members of
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.
.
.
Defer
Disapprove
Approve Contingent
Second
rarelyratedall dimensionsof a prothe same committee.
protocol
approval
decision
recommendation as written
tocol favorably (see the table on
To overcome these limita.............
...........
...................
...,............. ...............
...............
...........
s............
11
2
6
0
Approve
page 609). For example, only 43%
tions, we conducted a study of
as written
~~~~~~~.
. ......
.. . . . . .
.. . . .. . .
randomly selected IACUCs from
of protocolswere seen as having a
24
1
2
26
Contingent
fairly or completely convincing
U.S. universities and colleges.
approval
justificationfor the type and numSeventy committees were drawn
2
1
27
31
Defer
ber of animalsused [a requirement
from a master list of 916
decision
of the Animal Welfare Act (10)],
IACUCs maintained by the U.S.
7
1
9
0
Disapprove
and only 45% were ratedas having
Office for Protection from Reprotocol
..........................................
............................. .............
..............
...................................................
.....
..........
search Risks. Of these 70, 50
good or excellent researchdesigns
72
69
6
3
Total
and procedures. All told, 61% of
agreed to participatein the study.
"Contingentapproval"means approvalwith clarificationor minor modification."Deferred
protocols were judged as either
Thirty-four IACUCs came from
decisions' requirefurther information.
"not very understandable"or "not
research or doctoral universities,
understandable at all," as having
seven came from master's colsent the most common criteriaIACUCs use
"poor"researchdesigns and procedures,or as
leges or universities, six came from specialto judge protocols and because several fed- justifyingthe type and numberof animalsin a
ized institutions (e.g., medical colleges),
eral and professional guidelines explicitly
way that was deemed "not very convincing"
and three came from liberal arts colleges
require IACUCs to consider such questions or "not convincingat all."Moreover,these rat(2). In all, 494 of 566 voting members (151
(4-6). As recommended (6), IACUC memings were directlyrelatedto protocol recomfemales and 343 males), or 87% of those
mendations.Regressionanalysesusing the dibers were furnished with a scale in order to
approached,took part in the study.
rate the degree of pain animals were expect- mensions in the table on the next page found
Each IACUC was asked to submit its
ed to experience (7).
thatthese factorsaccountedfor nearlyhalf the
three most recently reviewed protocols inOnce we received reviews from indivariance in protocol recommendationsmade
volving animal behavior, including the
vidual committee members, the IACUCs
by the second committee (adjusted R2
were asked to meet as a group and render a
0.461, P < .001).
S. Pious is in the Department of Psychology, Wesleyan
University, Middletown, CT 06459-0408, USA. H. Herfinal evaluation for each of the three proGiven the greater negativity of judgzog is in the Department of Psychology, Western Cartocols. Committees were asked to follow
ments in the second protocol review, it is
olina University,Cullowhee, NC 28723, USA.
their standard operating procedures and to
possible that low intercommittee reliability
discuss the protocols as they would any
arose from procedural differences between
*To whom correspondence should be addressed. Email: splous@wesleyan.edu
other research proposal.
the first and second reviews. For instance,
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low reliability might have resulted from pro- This level of interrater agreement is comtocols receiving greater scrutiny during the parable to levels found in research on
second review than the first. Or low reliabil- manuscript and grant reviewing (8), and it
ity might have been due to the originating suggests that low intercommittee agreement among IACUCs is not simply the recommittee's relying on its knowledge of
sult of procedural differences between the
who the investigators were (something the
second committee was unable to do during original and second reviews. Rather, the
observed lack of agreement appears to be
its masked review). On the other hand, these
explanationsfor unreliabilityare less plausi- taking place at the individual level (12).
We also calculated the intraclasscorrelable if low interrateragreement exists among
tion coefficient for each dimension listed in
members of the same IACUC, because
members of the same committee reviewed see the table on this page. Here, too, the reliability of judgments fell into the "poor"
the protocols under identical conditions.
category, with one notable exception: ratTo explore this issue, we calculated the
ings of the pain or stress animals were exintraclass correlation coefficient for
pected to experience. The intraclasscorrelaIACUC members' protocol recommendations made during the second review. The tion coefficient for this rating was 0.59,
comparedwith 0.23 to 0.28 for all other ratresulting coefficient was 0.28 (P < .001), a
ings (in all cases, P < .001). These findings
figure generally considered to be in the
demonstrate that when IACUC members
"poor" range of interrateragreement (11).
are given detailed classification criteria (in this case,
PROTOCOLATTRIBUTERATINGSAND THEIR
a pain scale), they can
TO APPROVALRECOMMENDATIONS
RELATIONSHIP
achieve a relatively high deI12
Frequency'
of interrater agreegree
0.425**
Qualityof researchdesignand procedures
ment. At the same time, the
13 (8.7)
Excellent
54 (36.0)
Good
results indicate that in the
39 (26.0)
Fair
absence of such criteria, in27 (18.0)
Poor
terrater
agreement among
17 (11.3)
Can'tsay/not sure
.....................................................................................................................................................................................
members will be
IACUC
0.297**
Clarityof researchproposal
low even when the same
22 (14.7)
Completelyunderstandable
75 (50.0)
Generallyunderstandable
rating dimensions are used
43 (28.7)
Not very understandable
to judge identical protocols.
10 (6.7)
Not understandableat all
As others have noted
0 (0.0)
Can'tsay/not sure
................................................................................................................................................................................. .
(13,
14), the regulatory
0.167*
Justificationfor type and numberof animals
structureof human and ani23 (15.3)
Completelyconvincing
42 (28.0)
Fairlyconvincing
mal research depends upon
43 (28.7)
Not very convincing
the ability of IACUCs and
33 (22.0)
Not convincingat all
InstitutionalReview Boards
9 (6.0)
Can'tsay/Not sure/isn'taddressed
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~........................
.1- I I- --....................I....... .............. ............
(IRBs) to make reliable
-0.121
Ratingof scientific(basicresearch)value
judgments about which re7 (4.7)
Extremelyvaluable
37 (24.7)
Veryvaluable
search to approve and
59 (39.3)
Somewhatvaluable
which
to disapprove. Our
32 (21.3)
Not too valuable
findings suggest, however,
15 (10.0)
Not valuableat all
....................................................................................................................................................................................
that IACUC protocol rec0.068
Painscale classification
I. Experimentsinvolvingeither no living
ommendations exhibit low
11 (7.3)
materials,live isolates,simple
interrateragreement. While
invertebratespecies,or unobtrusive
it is possible that these reobservations
sults are a function of
II. Experimentsthat involvecomplex
35 (23.3)
invertebratesor vertebrates
differences between norbut cause little or no painor stress
mal IACUC reviewingprac34 (22.7)
III. Experimentsthat cause minorpainor
tices and the reviewing that
stress to vertebratespecies
64 (42.7)
IV. Experimentsthat involvesignificant
took place in our study, this
painor stress to vertebratespecies
explanation cannot fully ac6 (4.0)
V. Experimentsthat involveintolerable
count for the results. Even
painor stress to vertebratespecies
.........................................
..........
.....................
.............................. ..................................................
members of the same
when
-0.006
Ratingof clinicaland appliedvalue
IACUC rated protocols un7 (4.7)
Extremelyvaluable
28 (18.7)
Veryvaluable
der identicalconditions,their
55 (36.7)
Somewhatvaluable
differed from one
judgments
33 (22.0)
Not too valuable
another. Furthermore, the
27 (18.0)
Not valuableat all
....................................... ................... ........................................... .........................................................................................S
rating dimensions we used
'Numbers in parentheses indicate column percentages. 2Standardizedregression
coefficients using aUvariablesin column 1 to predict protocol approvalrecommenrepresentkey aspects of the
dations (excluding 14 cases in which IACUCsanswered "Can'tsay/Not sure' on one
protocol review process
ormoreitems).'*P= .068. **P?.001.
(e.g., justification for the
number and type of animals
www.sciencemag.org
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in the study).Thus, to the extent thatunreliability arose from a failure to consider these
dimensions during the original protocol review, these results become even more serious. Only 2% of the animal researchprotocols submittedto us had been disapprovedby
the originalIACUC; in the context of low interrateragreement,this base rate implies that
[ACUCs will rarely disapproveof protocols
thatothercommitteesfeel shouldbe rejected.
Several authors have proposed techniques to improve reliability in the peer-review process, and recent studies have found
that reliability can be significantly increased
with procedures such as enhanced reviewer
training, standardizationof the review process, development of specific evaluativecriteria, decomposition of global ratings into
smaller categories, and averaging across
multiple judgments (15, 16). If the IACUC
protocol review process is to remain a credible and effective component in the regulation of animal research,the adoption of such
techniques may be of considerablevalue.
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